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Country 2 Country 4 Cancer 2023

Every year, BMS employees ride their bikes all over the world to raise money for cancer research and patient organisations.





About the initiative
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 ‘Because there is more to do’

What more can we do to support patients and their loved ones?   

People across Europe share their perspectives and ideas.









About the initiative 
Discover the report
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Who are we?

At Bristol Myers Squibb, we are inspired by a clear vision: we want to
be the leading biopharmaceutical company changing patients' lives
through science. 







Learn More
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Kick-off Women’s History Month & 2023 theme: celebrating women’s stories >


On March 8th, we celebrated International Women’s Day. The focus this year is on gender equity and celebrating women telling their stories. The B-NOW Belgian Chapter was thrilled to invite BMS Braine-l’Alleud-based employees to its first Lunch & Learn session of the year.
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Innovative research pushes boundaries in the fight against cancer >


Cancer treatments are getting better, more diverse and more numerous. Although we still die from cancer, we are also increasingly recovering from it. Research, pharmaceutical companies, governments and private individuals are joining forces to fight cancer together.













Learn more





	

Lunch & Learn: The Science behind the Brain >


	

Patient associations discuss the importance of contact and exchanges between healthcare stakeholders >


	

RECONNECT, talent stays, even after cancer >


	

Innovation in healthcare: interview with Voka Health Community >


	

Read all our news >
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At Bristol Myers Squibb we are inspired by a single vision -
transforming the lives' of patients through science. Learn more about
what Bristol Myers Squibb stands for.
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At Bristol Myers Squibb Belgium we are committed to several societal goals. Read all about our latest Country 2 Country 4 Cancer bike tour.
















Transforming patients' lives through science
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Our focus is always on people: the patients we work for, the workforce who discovers, develops and delivers our medications, and the partners with whom we collaborate. Read more.
































Clinical trial information for researchers



Clinical trials and research are a critical part of bringing new medicines to patients.



	

clinicaltrials.gov >



















Join us



We are looking for passionate people who want to help build a better fututre for patients.



	

Find your new career >



















Medical information for healthcare providers

Information and tools to assist with caring for patients.



	

Global medical information >



















Medical information contact center, reporting side effects, adverse reactions or product quality issues

Contact us at:

Tel: +32 2 352 76 11

E-mail: medicalinfo.belgium@bms.com
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© 2024 Bristol-Myers Squibb Belgium SA/NV, with its registered office at Chaussée de La Hulpe 185, 1170 Brussels, and having a place of business at Parc de l’Alliance, Avenue de Finlande 4, 1420 Braine-l’Alleud.

 

You may contact our EU Data Protection Officer at EUDPO@BMS.com to exercise any data privacy rights that you may have, as well as to raise any concerns or questions in relation to the handling of your personal data by Bristol-Myers Squibb Company.


























